
      

 

 

 

AquaLounge,  

an “aquatic lounge” for a new way to enjoy water fun 

 

        

 

Relaxation and conviviality : that's what offers AquaLounge,  new concept developed by Ur'bain®, a 

young company from Toulouse, France determined to introduce users to the "lounge" like no other, a 

new art of living and a new way to enjoy the pleasures of the water ... 

Luxury, calm and voluptuousness …   

 

A true piece of contemporary design, this “aquatic lounge” is above a living space for exchange : 

and what is more user friendly than relaxing with family or friends in a heated water, quiet, in a 

relaxing atmosphere or a drink. 

In this “aquatic lounge”, no noisy bubbling can mitigate calm and communication, no pre-molded 

up dictating a unique position, no noisy mechanism that can ruin the relaxation. 

But rather a flat floor for total freedom of movement, indoor bench, voluntarily refined aesthetics 

and part "bar" glass, playing on the transparency of its wall and to lay the bottles and glasses. 

The ergonomics of aquatic lounge has indeed been designed to break down barriers and foster 

exchanges between swimmers and outside. 
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A unique and ingenious system   

 

The “aquatic lounge” has a tank of 316L stainless steel : healthy and robust, it is resistant to impact 

and corrosion. It can also adapt perfectly to the use of fitness equipment or aquabike for a sportier 

relaxation. 

But the undeniable innovation of this product is its installation process : Ur'bain® has indeed based 

manufacturing its aquatic lounge on the need to install it anywhere, especially to be able to pass all 

the elements component with a single door in a challenging urban environment access (city 

terrace, small garden ...). 

                                                                      

Noble materials   

 

Stainless steel tank, glass walls and exotic wood : all combine to provide the aquatic lounge a high-

end design, meeting all the needs of the most demanding users. 

     

  

Two versions   : AquaLounge and Allure 

The aquatic lounge is also declined, for those who prefer opacity, in the version "Allure" without glass 

wall without bar but with 2 indoor benches. 

High density compact coating resistant to scratches, shocks, 

solvents, weathering, UV and withstand temperatures ranging from -

80 C to +180 C, tempered glass assembled in laminated 18mm 

safety equipment ... luxurious aquatic lounge integrates tastefully 

into the most different environments. 

 

Ur'bain® has developed and patented a 

unique and innovative system of assembly of 

the sealed stainless steel tank, no welding on 

site. The aquatic living room can be installed 

on site without the hassle and stress of 

transport. 

 



A customizable, modular design to perfection   
 

To meet every need, the aquatic lounge is available in 2 versions produced in different lengths : 

 

AquaLounge : 1 bench and 1 bar - available in 2 m wide and 4 lengths : 2 m, 2.60 m, 4 m and 5.2 m 

Allure : 2 benches - available in 2 m wide and 4 lengths : 2 m, 2.60 m, 4 m and 5.2 m 

 

With additional intermediate sections, the aquatic lounge can also be extended on request beyond 

5.2 meters. 

 

Each of the 8 registered designs can be customized with a choice of skins, textures and colors 

chosen from more than 90 finishes. Everyone will be able to find the atmosphere which suits them ! 

The installation above ground can even authorize personal and artistic decoration, scalable 

according to the desires ... then becoming the aquatic lounge a unique piece! 

                

 

A aesthetic choice   

 

In order not to harm the aesthetics, the treatment system and water heating has been fully 

integrated in the inside bench. No machinery is visible. 

      
 

The aquatic Lounge offers a beautiful retractable scale (registered design) inspired water sports : its 

large exotic wooden steps are covered when not in use and in particular for improved child safety. 

This scale stainless steel, corrosion resistant, incorporates the skimmer, vacuum system and water 

filtration. The design is in there ! 

             

AquaLounge Allure 



A french manufacture   

The aquatic lounge is 100% designed and manufactured in France. It is made of materials 100% 

recyclable. 

 

For indoor or outdoor   

To each his desires and needs : the 2 versions of the aquatic lounge offered by Ur'bain® can be 

installed in a small space inside the house and outside, in a salon, but also on a terrace or in a small 

garden. Their above ground design allows to consider their installation in all environments. 

      

    

    

Inside or outside, this aquatic lounge will find its place everywhere and allow everyone to enjoy the 

pleasures and benefits of water, in full quietude. 

Price : from 23 000 € TTC 
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The leaders of Ur’bain®   

 

  

Eric Aubrun and Sébastien Claveau are the founders of Ur'bain® young Toulouse company behind 

the marketing of aquatic lounge. 

Building professional and specialist in projects management for one, engineering training for the 

second, they decided to put their complementary experience and shared taste for challenges for 

development of a company dedicated to the success . 

They explain with passion behind their adventure : "We left the observation and analysis of the 

behavior and user expectations : relaxation, wellness ... this is what people living today are looking 

especially in urban areas, in a society still moving when the rhythms of work and travel promote stress 

and fatigue. 

Nobody can now challenge the immense benefits that water brings and increasing attendance 

aquatic centers is a witness. Our aquatic lounge is a unique way to promote relaxation, exchange 

and sharing. » 

 

"The urbanization of lifestyles and optimization spaces have led us to propose a beautiful product, 

easy to install, even in limited areas, and fits perfectly in the trend. » 

 

The aquatic lounge is for Ur'bain® the result of a long development phase leading to high product 

range fully buildable site on which soil-tractor design avoids binding construction phases, as is the 

case for a traditional swimming-pool for example. This is the culmination of a successful 

technological research that has been the filing of a patent. 

100% French manufacturing, the 2 versions - AquaLounge and Allure - are dedicated to the use of 

individuals but also find their place in tourist residences, hotels, guest houses, villas ... giving them a 

real added value throughout where the key words are relaxation, aesthetics and usability. 

 

http://www.ur-bain.com/

